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PREFACE 

This analysis wili involve the skyscraper as a building 

type. It is my premise that in order to achieve a suc¬ 

cessful building which has the qualities of place-mak¬ 

ing, character, and prominence, the issues of formal 

resolution, contextual response, and symbolic perfor¬ 

mance must be addressed. The study will include an 

historical analysis of the evolution of the tall build¬ 

ing sighting important problems, relationships,, individ¬ 

uals, and their contributions madé in the development of 

the t;ypc. 



An adequate definition of the skyscraper - both as 

a type and as an object of study - is well established 

among historiens and critics of architecture. There 

have been a number of histories and critical appraosals 

focusing on the problem of determining these character¬ 

istics of the skyscraper which would enable the first 
1 

building of this type to be identified. It seems as if, 

initially, structural technique and the elevator were de¬ 

cisive in determining the original appearance of the 

type, but these were soon overwhelmed by the factor of 

height. These attributes of technique, elevator, and 

scale do not, however account for an equally critical 

aspect of the type, namely the problem of meaning. 

Francisco Mujica, in his book The History of Skyscrapers, 

coined the term "Neo-American” architecture and posited 

that the Mayan pyramid, whose form was echoed in the set¬ 

back building profile of the 1920's, could be seen as 

the first skyscraper. (See figure l) At the same time 

Montgomery Schuyler proposed that the determining criteria 

for a history of the skyscraper should be formal or typo- 

I 
Hugh Ferriss, Metropolis of Tomorrow (New York, 1929). 
William Jordy, American Architecture and Urbanism (Harvard 

1961)  
Francisco Mujica, Hi story of the Skyscraper (New York» 
Archaeology and Architecture Press, Ï93ÔT 

...to mention a few 
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FIGURE 1 

City of the Future: Hundred Story City in Neo-American Style 



logical rather than technical, functional, or economic in 

nature. Charles Jencks argues, in his book Skyscrapers. 

Skyprickers, Sk.vcities. that skyscrapers must be looked 

at frcm a broader point of view which includes all points 

mentioned above. He arrives at the following equationi 

Morphology + Articulation + Style + Activity + Technology 

+ Motivation = METAPHOR (Skyscraper, Skypricker, Skycity) 

When a tall building is named of classified, any number of 

these points can become salient « the vertical surface, 

the point at the top, the mass, the Neo-Gothic style, the 

technology, the number of people (as represented by windows), 

or whatever is brought into the foreground by the designer. 

It must be noted that no building represents a single com¬ 

pletely dominant point of this equation and to clarify this 

equation and the inherent overlapping of the metaphor, 

Jencks presents the following diagram which shows the 

three major morphological types and the clusters of dif- 
2 

ferent metaphors that they may generate. (See figure 2) 

2 
Charles Jencks, Skyscrapers, Skyprickers. Skycities (New 

york: Rizzoli, 1979) 



vi METAPHORICAL EQUATION 

SKYPRICKER SKYSCRAPER SKYCITIES 
S» ^pagoda srvnti-de A*»*rn/r- A tyt.iyv AK ir c/ow/is 
srypin snvsre<\er A A n* frige A* r Ovrg AKyaud^cules skycoiurnns 
sty column sXyivmpie SKyilurfOr SK y grave SK y temples Skybotties 
srynggurat sKyobeiisk Akypd/ace Sky blob Sky blobs skyspires 
SK y tower sxytube Sky utensils skyjump Sky squatters skytuoes 
SK y table sky people skycathedral skycake SKA triangles 
Skycrown Skylump s«v truss sky tube Sky bundles sky lumps 
S*, y tool sry holder skyrutter Skvcukes skycathedrais 
s* y snoot s*>cake Skyscratcher Sky graves Skyciusters 
sxyraiiroad sky|ump Skyrepetition 

(I 

Skyhoiders 

II 
sky people 

j, 

1) MORPHOLOGY 
CENTRAL LONGITUDINAL COMPOUND 

square tower slab compound tower slab 
round tower stepped slab complex tower slab 
ziggurat tower curved slab double tower slab 
triangular etc. shaped slab compound towers slabs 
shaped tower amorphous slab cluster tower slabs 
compound tower complex slab 

+ 

lE.T.U.X.etc.) 

2) ARTICULATION OF SURFACE 
ai horizontal vertical, b) heavy light, ci complex simple, dl geometric amorphous, e) expressive dumb, 

f* reflective absorptive, g) structural skin like membrane, hi top-pointed, flat, complex 

*f 

3) STYLE 
al Mansardic 18/0. bl classical 1880, c Queen Anne 1880, dl Chicago frame, Commercial Style 1890, 

ei Tower like 1890, f) Neo Gothic 1900, g) Art Deco 1925, hi International Style 1930. i> Brutalist 1965, 

p Late Modern 1965, k) Post Moaern 1970.’ 

+ 
41 ACTIVITY 
ai defensive, bl religious, ci business, dl commercial, el residential, ft-multiple 

51 TECHNOLOGY 
a elevator, bi structural capability, cl fire protection, dl lighting el electncny, fl cleaning, gi heating and 

ventilating and cooling 

+ 

6) MOTIVATION 
al monument, b) land value, c) power. 

FIGURE 2 



The Chrysler building will serve as an illustrative 

example of some of the ideas of mixed metaphors as rep¬ 

resented in the equation andthe diagram. It was built 

from 1928-1930 and for a time was one of the great New 

York buildings to share the titles of "World Famous and 

World’s Tallest," but only for a short time. It has some 

of the following technological numerical characteristics» 

It is 7? storeys tall and occupies an entire block of 

37555 square feet with 1,000,000 square feet of floor area 

and a daily population of 10,000. It requires 350 attend¬ 

ants to care for the tenancy and 150 to vacuum it every 

night. It has 32 elevators which can rise 1,000 feet per 

minute. It contains 21,000 tons of structural steel, 

391.881 rivets, 3.826,000 bricks, 446,000 pieces of tile, 

79^.000 pieces of partition block, 3750 plate glass windows, 

200 sets of stairs, 15 miles of brass strip for joining 
3 

terrazzo floors, and 750 miles of electric conductor wire. 

It is obvious from the list that a skyscraper, not the least 

of which,.must be a metaphor of repetition. But the Chrysler 

Building also involves other salient qualities of a vertical 

building: its base, shaft, and capital (or crown, or crest). 

3 
Jencks, p. 10. 
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The base, a very complex form in itself, fills out 

the site almost completely to the sixteenth floor respond¬ 

ing to economic pressures of maximum rentable area near the 

ground, (See figure 3) Above this two more setbacks later 

it reaches the "shaft" on the thirtieth floor. Thus there 

is four bases to the "Column" and these bases resemble a 

stepped "ziggurat" on one side and a u-shaped "palazzo" 

on the other. These mixed metaphors are sometimes over¬ 

looked when critics classify the more simple tripartite 

metaphor, the "column,” preferring this simplicity and 

avoiding the complexity that is inherent as a rule in sky¬ 

scrapers. 

The "capital" of the Chrysler Building which has at¬ 

tracted so much attention and which emphasizes the "skyscraper” 

is also a mixed metaphor. To writers, poets, and critics 

alike, the top has been referred to as a "frozen fountain," 

a "suncatching flèche," a "lofty crown," or a "beacon that 
4 

flashes a message of high achievement by day or by night." 

The top seven storeys, tapered in echelons and semicircles 

of Nlrosta steel, also resemble a Futurist hat and one in 

fact worn by the architect William Van' Alen, at a Beaux-Arts 

costume ball in 1931* The top was initially conceived of 

n  
Jencks, p. 11, 



FIGURE 3 



as a simpler domed form lit from inside, but this metaphor 

went through two transformations to become submerged in 

what resulted and is seen today. The Chrysler Building 

is an extreme example of what most skyscrapers are* a 

mixed metaphor and a complex building morphology which 

incorporates palace, slab, setback, column, tower, and 

spire. To make sense of this and to give logic to some 

of the metaphors, reference must be made to Winston Weisman, 

following Schuyler's proposition mentioned earlier, whose 

typological study of the history of the skyscraper recog¬ 

nized seven phases, from the first or pre-skyscraper to 

the most recent architectural expressions. In broad terms, 

Weisman*s phases were established as follows* phase 1, pre¬ 

skyscraper (1849 - 1870)j phase 2. initial evolution (1858- 

1870)5 phase 3, transition from mansard to flat roof (after 

1878)5 phase 4, evolution of the tripartite composition 

(after 1880)5 phase 5» evolution of the tower (1888 - 1895)» 

phase 6, the setback block (after 1916)5 and phase 7» evo- 
5 

lution of the superblock (after 1930), 

Using phase 4* the evolution of the tripartite phase 

as a beginning point, the issues of eclecticism and the 

problems involved, the skyscraper's characteristic tripartite 

5 
Winston Weisman, A New View of Skyscraper History, pp 115“ 

119, (New york* Praeger Publishers) 



structurel base, shaft, and; capital or crest, and the 

formal relationships between the various parts of this 

column will be examined and re-examined. 

The problem of eclecticism as it is involved with 

the skyscraper takes one back to the early development of 

the type. The dominant feature involved in the origin 

of the skyscraper is its double signifying aspect or its 

relevance to architecture as a type and its relationship 

to other elements of the city. Both of these relationships 

are condensed and unified into one single architectonic 

object. This phenomenon allows one to think about the 

function of meaning in architecture in terms of a layering 

of, rather than a simple single, meaning. As the type 

originated and developed, Gothic, Roman, and Beaux-Arts 

styles served as metaphors linking the new to the old and 

imposing something new by means of the familiar. Given that 

the skyscraper was an achievable reality in terms of tech¬ 

nological expertise, it is only acceptable if as a metaphor 

it has the capacity to represent at the same time past 

values ( through the ■'eclectic" use of stylés ) along 

side prevailing values ( progress, as represented by tech¬ 

nology ). This displacement arises out of a fundamental 

disjunction between the economic and ideological levels 

that developed at different times and at different levels 



so as to have no one to one correspondence. Therefore formal 

ideology keeps pace with other levels evidenced by the fact 

that while structural technique keeps pace with the "techno¬ 

logical utopia" stylistic ideology remains rooted in an 
6 

earlier•perioed. This implies that economic considerations 

alone are incapable of directly determining the formal at¬ 

titude taken. The consequent separation of the skyscraper 

into two aspects — the structural and symbolic — stresses 

the independence, or the mask-like character, of the facades 

and the picturesquenature of the building itself. From the 

outset the skyscraper was understood as a symbolic object 

inits totality - irregardless of the particular symbolism 

associated with its specific style. The conventionality 

of the styles, which became evident with eclecticism was 

characteristic of a renewed thinking of architectural 

ideologies. 

Within the entire group of entries for the Chicago 

Tribune Tower Competition eclecticism provides the means 

for an ideological transformation of architecture in order 

to create a new vocabulary, a new language necessary for the 
7 

formulation of a new ideology. The program for the comp- 

Z  
Manfredo Tafuri, The American City. "The Disenchanted Mountain- 

The Skyscraper City," CBarii Laterza, 1973) 
7 
The International Competition for a New Administration 

Building for the Chicago Tribune, Chicago, 1923» 



etition emphasized the formal and visual over the techno¬ 

logical. In this way guiding the entrants into searching 

for a new typology for the skyscraper. 

The skyscraper plays an important role not only in 

terms of technological development and as a new manifest¬ 

ation of the ideology of free enterprise, competition, and 

consumption, but also in relationship to architectural 

ideology or in relation to the production of meaning in 

architecture. Critics have emphasized the pragmatic nature 

of eclecticism in American architecture, moreover, the appli¬ 

cation of styles independent of their intrinsic meaning (if 

any existed) or of the function of the building as a product 
8 

of the individual initiative of the American City. If eclec¬ 

ticism, as it developed as a more or less coherent form in 

the nineteenth century, originally had the critical role of 

demonstrating the arbitrariness of the relationship between 

form and meaning, then the practical eclecticism of the 

twentieth century fulfills a dual role. On one hand, in re¬ 

lation to the building itself, it shows an arbitrary char¬ 

acter of meaning; on the other hand, in relation to the build¬ 

ing in the city, it demonstrates that meaning is a relation 

of value - as physical and conceptual proximity - which 

W~  
Dal Co, Ciucci, Elia, Tafuri, Manieri co-authors, The American 

City, (Barit Laterza) 
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arises when architecture is considered as an urban element 

and not as a single structure. This dual role may seem to 

be a paradox, in that each skyscraper is treated by itself 

as a single structure. However, the monumentality of the 

skyscraper is not contained in the building itself, but 

rather in the process by which the symbolism between build¬ 

ings and between buildings and urban places is established. 

This eclectic total does no more than reflect what architec¬ 

ture, with emphasis on unity and a denial of context, tends 

to repress. The skyscraper brings forth the essentially 

eclectic nature of the partially-planned urban growth and 

provides the exact typology which by its very nature allows 

for a complex transformational game. The Tribune Competition 

reinforces this by producing a dichotomy between symbolic 

and stylistic aspects of the building in its dual relation¬ 

ship to other buildings and to the urban entity. Skyscrapers 

in this way may inherently possess a quality of symbolism 

that is almost independent of the architect himself. 

This quality extends beyond the analysis of the building as 

a sign; beyond what is communicated by its meaning or con¬ 

tent, and makes possible the multitude of different cond¬ 

itions of its symbolic functioning. The skyscraper may then 

assume the role as an empty signifier that can assume or 

attract different meanings. 



The three elements of the column — the agreed upon 

origin of the skyscraper's form — are always present and 

undergo successive modification as a result of their in¬ 

terrelationship. The three phases of the skyscraper’s 

evolution which according to Weisman follow the tripartite 

phase are marked by the development of specific relations 

existing between base and capital or between base and shaft 

— and the later evolution of both "base" and "capital" into 
9 

buildings themselves. 

In the first decade of this century, the body of the 

skyscraper became transformed into a base for the crest. 

The body was increasingly regularized and simplified while 

the crest was made grand and articulate. The crest assumed 

the symbolic role of dènoting the value of the building. 

These crests with their picturesque and panoramic nature 

were both a public and publicity element operating at the 

scale of the city itself. At this point no limit had been 

set for the height of the skyscraper according to zoningj 

this was, however, a question of deep concern to architects* 
\ 

How should the limit of the building be marked symbolically? 

Should the upper transition equal a completion of something 

else? This enigma was exemplified in a photograph in which 

9 
Weisman, p. 116. 



architect and critic Alfred Bossom appears to be trying 

out alternative crests for the body of a previously de- 
10 

signed skyscraper. (See figure 4) In this type of sel¬ 

ection process, the interplay of architectonic codes 

occurs independently from the rest of the building and, 

in fact, produces a parallel architecture in which the 

termination of a building is executed in a self-contained 

style. These parallel architectures set up a game in which, 

on first examination, relationships between the shaft or 

body and the capital or crest might be interpretted 

simplistically to represent a contradiction in which the 

technical aspect of the body may be regarded as being op¬ 

posed to the symbolic aspect of the crest. In analysis of 

the type, the symbolic disappears or is negated by the 

technical, but on an urban level the direct opposition 

dissolves. The Chicago Tribune Competition clearly demon¬ 

strates the importance of the crest in the imagery of the 

skyscraper, to such an extent that in the buildings in 

figure 5 the crest becomes the building itself. The 

transformations by which the crest concedes it symbolic role 

first to the entire building and then to the base can be 

To 
Diana Agrest, The Symbolic Performance of Skyscrapers. 

Oppositions, MIT Press, 1977» 
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FIGURE 4 
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exemplified in the cases of the Price Tower by Frank Lloyd 

Wright; Hugh Ferriss's setback skyscraper, where the whole 

building becomes a crest; and finally the case where the body 

or shaft becomes the whole building, eliminating the symbolic 

crest entirely. The last case is simply a mutation of the 

first, in which the building as crest is transformed into 

base completing one transformation and starting the next. 

(See figures 6 and 7) 

The law that established the need for the setback 

unconciously paid homage to one of the most characteristic 

aspects of the skyscraper; its upward transition toward a 

point of culmination. (See figure 8) This characteristic 

seems to exist beginning with the tripartite phase and 

continues through all its successive manifestations, the 

Chrysler Building, as mentioned before unequaled in its 

elaboration and fantasy, touching the sky through its spark¬ 

ling reflection, seems to be the apotheosis of the trans¬ 

ition in which the whole building becomes the symbol of 

the skyscraper itself. By contrast, its complement, the 

Empire State Building, is an empty signifier, remaining al¬ 

ways in transition never completely coming to a point of 

culmination. The Empire State Building like the Eiffel Tower 

is looked at in terms of the point from which, as the name 

suggests. New York City exposes itself. Under the setback 
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FIGURE 6 
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FIGURE ? 
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FIGURE 8 



law, the building replicates the crest at another scale. 

Hugh Ferrifis's drawings of the "code envelopes"- like build¬ 

ings on Fort Avenue - are revealing in this sense. (See 

figure 9) 

It has been noted previously how the significant role 

of the skyscraper may be understood in terms of its under¬ 

lying tripartite structure understood as the equivalent of 

the classical column. In the transformation of these 

classical relationships, a stage is reached where the base 

takes on the major role in symbolizing the evolution of a 

new typology of the skyscraper. The base, traditionally, 

as a "door" establishes the relationship of the build¬ 

ing to the street, acquiring the role of the public realm 

of the skyscraper. Thus, for instance in the Chrysler 

Building, the ground floor is treated in a monumental way 

both in scale and in detail. The door, a major signifier 

in architectural history, makes the entry as the mediator 

between public and private, but also between the archi¬ 

tectonic public realm and that realm which is non-archi- 

tectonic. This point, the base as a door in relation to 

the street, activates a series of signifiers of public space. 

In this complete process, two tendancies have developed} 

one which displaces the public aspect of the building to 

its exterior by the use of plazas, and one which develops 
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the base as an enlarged entrance where the building in¬ 

stead of expanding outward is penetrated and opened up. 

The development of the first tendancy, the displacement 

of the public realm to the exterior, is pioneered by the 

Rockefeller Center (See figures 10 and 11) and culminates 

in the Seagram Buiiding by Kies Van Der Rohe and Philip 

Johnson. The precedent set here at Seagram was later to be 

copied and perpetuated, never as successfully, in a number 

of later skyscrapers, most noteworthy of which occur on 

Sixth Avenue in New York. (See figure 12) These plazas 

have the function of providing a transition between the de¬ 

signed public outside realm andthe non-designed public 

outside realm, thus preserving the hermetic character of 

the building. This space acts as a reference to the tradi¬ 

tional space around monumental public buildings* a space 

provided for the public to meditate upon the power and 

vastness enclosed in the building. In Rockefeller Center 

this plaza/promenade acts as a doorway for the entire 

complex. The use of a giant door or gate reaches it extreme 

at the World Trade Center, where the space between the 

towers takes on this role of "door" from Staten Island or 

from New Jersey? these forming the principal access points 

to the metropolis, A "doorway” as high as infinity, the point 

where two parallels intersect, hardly an accident that this 
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FIGURE 10b 
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FIGURE 11 
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FIGURE 12 
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was developed at a time of "invisible" communication. 

Rockefeller Center was not only a pioneer in the treat¬ 

ment of the exterior space but also brought about the 

change in emphasis of the functioning of the base, from 

being only exterior public space to public space inter¬ 

penetrating the building itself. The World Trade Center 

merely reinforces the megastructural character toward which 

many of today's skyscrapers gravitate. 

The second kind of transformation, the base, formerly 

a secondary signifier, undergoes a transformation , unusual 

in that the entrance hall gradually emerges as a principal 

element. This transformation marks another stage of the 

skyscraper's development in which the skyscraper mutates 

toward a new typology of which examples exist such as 

Johnson's IDS Center in Minneapolis, his Pennzoil Place in 

Houston, Portman’s series of Hyatt hotels, and Roche/Dinkeloo* 

Ford Foundation building in New York, to name a few. In these 

examples one can see the way in which the entry becomes the 

fundamental element. Its size is physically increased so 

that, in the extreme case of Portman's buildings, the pub¬ 

lic aspect is incorporated into the private area. In John¬ 

son's Pennzoil, the public space is closed off and incorpor- 

ÏÏ 
Agrest, p. 45 
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ated in the building, as a continuation of the street, but 

as differentiated from the body of the building. These 

examples contain the germ of a current problem which is 

at present producing a change in architecture at a typolog¬ 

ical and conceptual level, anticipating the emergence of 

a totally new type of which utopistic versions have already 

appearred —— the megastructure, a form that will resolve 

in itself as a type of contradiction between city and arch¬ 

itecture, design and nondesign. This city-skyscraper rela¬ 

tionship may be compared with proposals which first appearred 

in Hugh Ferriss's Metropolis of Tomorrow (See figure 13)» 

then in Raymond Hood’s City of Skyscrapers (See figure 14), 

as well as in some of the. early work of Eliel Saarinen (See 

figure 15). Corb, and the Japanese Metabolists. All of these 

proposals treat the city/skyscraper as a volumetric form in 

which volume and mass remain impenetrable, with abrupt div¬ 

isions, and absent transitions,. The totality of the sky¬ 

scraper/city is equipped with bridges that unite the indiv¬ 

idual skyscrapers, not forming any true transitions. The 

passages between buildings are strictly linear and abrupt, 

as relationships shift from point to point. On the other 

hand, the relationship that is established between the sky¬ 

scraper in the city and the skyscraper and the city is 

symbolic rather than volumetric, a complex play of transitions 
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FIGURE 13 
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FIGURE 14a 
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FIGURE 14b 
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FIGURE 15 



which generate signifying networks that interact with the 

rest of the city. All of this in reaction to or despite of 

modern tendanci.es that formed the isolated, and volumetric 

relationships so typical of the towers along Sixth Avenue. 

The essential coirponents of Modernism represented here, the 

expression of technology as a force for change symbolizing 

the future and rejection of history. Abstraction, the un¬ 

articulated steel and glass box, as a style represented 

a break with the visual arts of the past. No longer was 

art narrative or primarily representational, art made form, 

color, composition, and space its primary content. Abstrac¬ 

tion offers architecture a formal vocabulary to represent 

the future as a visual rejection of the existing world, 

and to represent symbolically a schism in historical cont¬ 

inuity between old and new. Where architecture had pre¬ 

viously dealt with symbolic elements of building, the 

Internationa] Style of Modernism opted not only for abstract 

geometry but for the symbolic use of machine imagery to sig¬ 

nify its new process, "the scientific method." Architects 

believed that history offered nothing because forces shap¬ 

ing the future were totally new. Modern buildings, "machines 

for living," were conceived as self-contained entities, ind¬ 

ependent from the rest of the world. By visually and phys¬ 

ically articulating buildings as independent of other build- 
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ings, Modern architecture stands as a literal fragment of 

the world it had hoped to create» but this world never ar¬ 

rived. It has become all but impossible to continue to 

believe in an architecture of idealized forms; to believe 

that this architecture that promises perfection through 

incorporate cn of the symbolically technological forms, or 

to rejpct history and its forms and lessons rather than to 

learn from it. "This charge, then, to make an architecture 

of images, is one that previous generations of architects 

were taught and educated to reject. While it cannot in reality 

be either the beginning or the end of architecture, the "making 
12 

of images" is once again considered of major importance." 

12 
Stuart Cohen, Vincent Scully, Stanley Tigerman, Late Entries 

to the Chicago Tribune Tower Competition (New York» Rizzoli) 
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